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Herd Immunity in the United States for Delta and Omicron  
 

Introduction 

Epidemics and pandemics end when new infections diminish. The major reason is that herd immunity, 

also called population immunity, prevents further infection because those who are vaccinated and those 

who have had the infection and recovered are now immune.  

A main conclusion from this study is that the United States has possibly reached herd immunity for the 

Delta variant and will soon reach herd immunity for the Omicron variant. Almost all discussions by 

journalists and scientists observing that these variants are in decline do not mention herd immunity as 

the cause. Another conclusion is that infected-recovered individuals contribute significantly to herd 

immunity. Many journalists focus only on vaccinations and don’t consider the infected-recovered.  

From data collected on January 25, 2022, the fully vaccinated (64%) plus those who are infected-

recovered (20.9%) combined comprise 84.9% of the United States population. From the combined 

percentage for Delta, the herd-immunity threshold has likely already been reached. Fortunately, 

Omicron infection also produces antibodies that target Delta as well. Omicron infections are increasing 

explosively, so herd immunity soon is almost guaranteed for Omicron as well, depending on the 

properties of the new Omicron-related coronavirus BA.2.  

 

The herd immunity threshold for the Delta and Omicron variants 

The concept of herd immunity dates to 1923 with the publication of an article entitled “The spread of 

bacterial infection, the problem of herd immunity.” The well known equation relating the population-

immunity or herd-immunity “threshold”, H, to reproductive number R0 is found in equation (8) of the 

publication “Herd Immunity: History, Theory, Practice.”  

H = 1 – 1/(R0)        (1)   
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The reproductive number, R0, is the average number of people infected by a single-infected-person at 

the beginning of the epidemic. It is called the infection-naïve reproductive number. H is the percent of 

population immune at the threshold. Then, S = 1-H is the percent of the population that is still 

susceptible to infection at the threshold.  

For the Delta variant of COVID, the reproductive number, R0, ranges between 3.2 to 8 with a median of 

5.6 that yields H=0.811, meaning that 81.1% of a population needs to be protected from Delta to reach 

herd immunity.  The median is close to the mean, which is 5.08. For many of the qualitative arguments 

in this study, the upper and lower bounds of the range do not need to be considered; median is close 

enough. Although for Omicron, to be conservative the lower bound R0=3.2 will be considered as well.  

 

Turning now to the Omicron variant. A South Korean study suggests that Omicron has a low R0 because 

of its short serial interval. Serial interval is defined as the average time interval between becoming 

infected and being able to infect others. According to the South Korean study, “If you develop symptoms 

and/or test positive, be aware that you could have infected others within a day and a half of becoming 

infected yourself.”    

Serial interval is related to R0, the number required to calculate herd immunity threshold, through the 

equation.  

 

 R0 = 1 + r x SI        (2) 

 
where SI is the serial interval, and r is the very rapid, exponential infection growth rate early in the 

pandemic. This equation is presented along with relevant literature references in a publication titled 

How generation intervals shape the relationship between growth rates and reproductive numbers.  

In the South Korean study, the serial interval was found to be SI=2.2 days, and the observed value of the 

exponential growth rate was calculated by me to be r=0.409.1 The authors found the basic reproductive 

number of Omicron to be R0=1.90, much less than that for Delta. From equation (1), the herd immunity 

threshold is then 0.474 or 47.4%, if R0 is indeed this small. Vaccination alone, somewhat effective 

against Omicron, will reach this low herd immunity threshold.  

In a December 7, 2021 study of 758 Omicron infections for cases in Denmark, the R0 was estimated to be 

3.19 times greater than that of Delta, which implies the median R0=3.19x5.6=17.9 and H= 0.944 or 94.4% 

of a population needs to be protected from Omicron to reach herd immunity. Or conservatively, taking 

the lower bound of R0=3.2 for Omicron, R0=3.19x3.2=10.2, so H=0.902 meaning that 90.2% needs to be 

protected to reach herd immunity. From my experience in predicting future infections employing a 

Markov process model using the program Mathcad, reaching either herd-immunity threshold, 90.2% or 

94.4%, could take as little as three months.  

The Denmark study assumes the standard definition of R0, but that assumption is less likely to be correct 

since much of the United States is already seeing a decline in Omicron which implies that R0 and H are 

much less than ninety percent. The assumption, however, can’t be ruled out. The Denmark study 

assumed the contagiousness of Omicron was entirely due to the average number of people infected by a 

single infected person, leading to a high R0. The study did not consider that Omicron is outcompeting 
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Delta because of the short serial interval. The South Korean interpretation is likely the correct one as 

many communities are already witnessing Omicron peaking and beginning to decline.  

While we seem to be far from 90.2% or 94.4%, but it may only take three months to reach this high 

herd-immunity threshold. Besides the percent infected and recovered increasing rapidly, one 

encouraging sign for reaching herd immunity soon for Omicron is that the percent vaccinated and 

receiving booster are increasing over time. A few reasons for an increase are mandatory vaccinations in 

public venues and workplaces, realization that hospitalized individuals are well over 90% unvaccinated, 

and desire or need to travel. Also, the FDA has approved vaccinations for children and may approve 

vaccinations for infants. 

On February 5, 2012, Edward Ryan MD, Director of International Infectious Disease at Massachusetts 

General Hospital, published the following very encouraging comments regarding the disappearance of 

Delta from Massachusetts and predicting that Omicron will disappear as well in a few months.  

“1. Close to 100% of the positive cases in MA are Omicron. Delta is almost completely gone from New England. 

2. This surge will peak sometime between 1/10 and 1/21 and then begin a quick downhill journey of two to four 

weeks. 

3. We will end up with a 20-50% positivity rate. 

4. February will be clean up mode, March will begin to return to “normal” 

5. Omicron lives in your nose and upper respiratory area which is what makes it so contagious. It isn’t able to bond 

with your lungs like the other variants. 

6. The increased hospitalizations should be taken with a grain of salt as most of them are secondary admissions (i.e. 

people coming in for surgery, broken bones, etc. who are tested for COVID) 

7. We won’t need a booster for omicron because they wouldn’t be able to develop one before it’s completely gone 

and we’re all going to get it which will give us the immunity we need to get through it. 

8. COVID will join the 4 other coronaviruses we deal with that cause the common cold, upper respiratory infections, 

RSV, etc. It will become a pediatric disease mainly affecting young children with no immunity. 

9. 40% of those infected will be asymptomatic 

10. Rapid tests are 50-80% sensitive to those with symptoms, only 30-60% sensitive to those without symptoms 

11. Contact tracing is worthless because we’re all going to get it and there’s no way we could keep up with it. 

12. We are fighting the last war with COVID and should be pivoting back to normal life, but society isn’t quite ready 

for it yet. 

13. There is no need to stay home from work or to be a hermit unless you’re immunocompromised or 85 or older, but 

he does recommend staying away from large gatherings for the next six weeks. 

14. Spring/Summer will be really nice!” 

 

My main conclusions from Ryan’s list are:  

(a) The fact that Delta is “almost completely gone” from Massachusetts implies to me that infected-

recovered Omicron individuals are protected from Delta as well.  

(b) Delta should disappear from the United States in a few months as herd-immunity takes effect. Many 

states are not as highly vaccinated or obey masking and social distance measures as diligently as most 

Massachusetts residents, so it may take a while for Delta to disappear from other states. The same 

argument holds internationally as Omicron is increasing at an exponential rate over most of the world. 

(c) Are we “fighting the last war with COVID”? We must diligently prepare for a new coronavirus or a 

different potential pandemic pathogen. In this regard, “The Omicron BA.2 sub-variant…has been 

responsible for an increasing proportion of Omicron infections compared to the BA.1 lineage that has 

been the dominant Omicron type so far.” This implies BA.2 is more contagious, but we don’t yet know if 
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it is more or less virulent. My guess is that it will be less virulent since additional mutations in BA.2 are 

more likely to further disable the virus. 

(d) Because of recent developments involving Omicron (see below), Dr. Ryan’s comment Spring/Summer 

will be really nice!” may need to be modified to “Summer will be really nice!” since it may take longer to 

reach herd immunity for Omicron, but it will inexorably get there. 

 

 Derivation of the herd-immunity threshold equation 

The following derivation is this author’s simplified derivation of the equation relating herd immunity to 

reproductive number. The reproductive number, R0, is the average number of people infected by a single 

infected person at the beginning of the epidemic; that is, the infection-naïve reproductive number. It is 

also called the basic reproductive number.  

Reproductive number decreases as the epidemic progresses. The decreasing reproductive number is 

called the effective reproductive number, RE. It decreases because an infected person encounters fewer 

susceptible people to infect as some of the people encountered will be immune from having already 

been infected or having been vaccinated.  

As the fraction of immune people, i, in the population increases, the effective reproductive number 

decreases, which is denoted by  

RE = (1-i) R0        (3) 

Let S=1-i; S is the susceptible fraction of the population. From equation (3), when i=0, RE=R0=1 and S=1.  

RE eventually falls to RE<1, where the infection will soon grind to a halt because each infected individual 

can then infect less than one person on average. As the calculation2 demonstrates, the herd-immunity 

threshold is not an on-off switch; it takes several serial intervals for virus to vanish. Said another way, 

people will be infected for a while after the threshold is reached until RE=0, implying the virus has 

vanished.  

The fraction immune in the population at the herd-immunity threshold, H, is then found by setting RE=1 

and i=H in equation (2) that becomes 

1 = (1-H) R0 

which when solved for H yields 

 H = 1 – (1/R0)         (3) 

This is the literature equation relating herd-immunity threshold to basic reproductive number. One 

observation from equation (3) is that H increases as R0 increases.  

 

What is the status of vaccination and infected-recovered?   

There are two main published sources consulted to answer this question. Both sources provide up-to-

date data for the United States and for individual states:  



 
 

For vaccinations, the website "USA FACTS: US Coronavirus vaccine tracker"  

 

For cases and deaths, the website "US COVID-19 cases and deaths by state" 

 

The analysis below is for the United States only. 

 

January 10: 207,796,335 people or 63% of the population have been fully vaccinated. COVID-19 cases 

are 60,167,039 and deaths are 833,016. Thus, the number of infected-recovered are 60,167,039 - 

833,016 = 59,334,023; that is, the ones who have not died. The population of the United States on 

January 1, 2022 is projected to be 332,403,650. The percentage of infected-recovered is 

59,334,023/332,403,650 = 0.178 or 17.8%. The number vaccinated plus infected recovered is 

R0=63%+17.8%=80.8%.  

 

January 25: 210,682,471 people or 64% of the population have been fully vaccinated. COVID-19 cases 

are 70,495,123 and deaths are 865,334. Thus, the number of infected-recovered are 70,495,123 - 

865,334 = 69,629,789. The population of the United States on January 1, 2022 is projected to be 

332,403,650. The percentage of infected-recovered is 69,629,789/332,403,650 = 0.209 or 20.9%. The 

number vaccinated plus infected recovered is R0=64%+20.9%=84.9%, a significant increase from January 

10. 

The infected-recovered include both the Delta and Omicron variants. Since the herd-immunity threshold 

for Delta is 81.1%, we likely have reached herd-immunity for Delta. With increasing vaccinations and the 

explosive nature of Omicron infections that produce antibodies and T-cells that target Delta as well, we 

will reach herd immunity. This conclusion is supported by the fact that Delta is almost absent from 

Massachusetts. 

 

A huge study by the Kaiser Family Foundation titled By the Numbers: Who’s Refusing COVID 

Vaccinations—and Why supports an estimate of 20% of the U.S. population will refuse to be vaccinated, 

and perhaps another 10% will not get around to being vaccinated. The percentage of individuals that 

refuse vaccination varies by age, political party, ethnic group, the U.S. state, religion, and so on.  

 

Besides the percent infected and recovered increasing rapidly, one encouraging sign for reaching herd 

immunity rapidly for Omicron is that the percent vaccinated and boosted are increasing over time. A few 

reasons are mandatory vaccinations in public venues and workplaces, realization that hospitalized 

individuals are over 90% unvaccinated, and desire or need to travel. Also, the FDA has approved 

vaccinations for children and may approve vaccinations for infants. 

President Biden would like to rid the United States of the virus; and in the recent past, Biden required 

anyone entering the United States to show proof of vaccination and a recent test showing that the 

individual is not infected. Since Omicron has been sweeping through the nation, Biden changed the 

requirement to only a recent negative test. He should return to requiring both proof of vaccination and 

a recent test. If we are then diligent about quarantining individuals infected with Delta or Omicron, we 

can keep the risk low of infection spreading.  

I consider Omicron to be a freak COVID virus.  For a COVID virus with as many mutations in the spike 

protein as Omicron, I think the overwhelming number of these viruses would die in the host cells, as 
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they would not be virulent or contagious. Omicron is the rare occurrence of virus with a high number of 

mutations that is highly contagious; but fortunately, not particularly virulent.  

For the future appearance of another coronavirus related to Delta or Omicron. we will likely be immune.  

A 2021 publication in the journal Immunity A 2021 publication finds “Our data demonstrate robust 

induction of antigen-specific T cells by mRNA vaccination that may contribute…to durable protective 

immunity” even as antibody immunity fades.   

For a pandemic virus different from corona viruses, however, such as lab-created potential pandemic 

pathogens, we will not be protected. We would be starting over again. Let’s hope this bleak future will 

not occur. 

 
1 The authors of the S. Korean study did not report the value they found for r, so I had to back calculate it from 
r=(R0-1)/SI, where they did report R0 and SI. 
 
2 The total number of infected from a single infected person, SN, after N serial intervals is 

 SN = RE
1+ RE

2+ RE
3… RE

N = RE (1+ RE
1+ RE

2+ RE
3+… RE

N-1) )  

From the well-known formula for a geometric series  

SN = RE x (1- RE
 N)/(1- RE)  

Note that RE =RE(i); that is, RE is a function of i and decreases as N increases, so SN will approach 0.   

SN = RE / (1- RE). 
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